2005 honda odyssey slide door light

The electric sliding doors called power sliding doors by Honda on your Odyssey van may need
to be reset from time to time, particularly if the battery is replaced or disconnected for more
than a few minutes. If your power sliding doors are not functioning correctly, either by using the
door switch or the keyless remote switch, try resetting them to see if the problem is corrected. If
resetting the doors does not fix the problem, there may be other problems with the power
sliding door mechanism. See your Honda dealer for assistance. If the battery is disconnected,
shut both sliding doors manually. Connect the positive battery terminal, then the negative. The
doors will automatically be reset when the battery is reconnected. If the battery is connected,
continue on to "Step 2. Turn the ignition on. Move the power sliding door switch to "Off," then
move it back to "On. It's labeled "Main. Press and hold both power sliding door buttons until the
doors close completely. If this does not work, turn the "Main" switch to "Off" and manually
close the doors. Turn the switch back to "On. Leonardo R. Grabkowski has been writing
professionally for more than four years. Grabkowski attended college in Oregon. He builds
websites on the side and has a slight obsession with Drupal, Joomla and Wordpress. Step 1 If
the battery is disconnected, shut both sliding doors manually. Step 2 Turn the ignition on.
Writer Bio Leonardo R. I am having some problems with my passenger sliding door on my
honda odyssey. Both center rollers needed to be replaced. I had them both replaced and my
passenger door worked for a few times then stopped and the dash "slide" light came on. It will
work again if i disconnect the battery for a couple times but then does the same thing again and
stops working This was happening before I even had the center rollers replaced so I suspected
there might be more to the problem. Does anyone have any tips that could help me out I want to
try anything before I have to replace the actuator or lock assembly like the dealership said
might need to be replaced. Thanks in advance!!! Moshe answered 5 years ago. John answered 5
years ago. There is a fuse on the drivers side floor panel. The problem is a faulty fuse. If you
pop out the 7. Popping the fuse is easier to me than opening the hood. However, still have not
found root of issue. Rollers have been replaced, all fuses and connections have been checked
and cleared. I just keep a fuse puller close. I had them both replaced and my passenger door
worked for a few times th Is there a way to disengage motor to just this side to make manual
use easier for now? I have a Honda Odyssey and about a week ago both of the automatic sliding
doors ceased to work. When you pull on the door handle a latch is released but the door does
not move. There are three b Honda Odyssey Touring left sliding door would not open and close
automatically. Any suggestion? Or maybe if somebody can do it then I need the cost to repair
that. I have a different car. Content submitted by Users is not endorsed by CarGurus, does not
express the opinions of CarGurus, and should not be considered reviewed, screened, or
approved by CarGurus. Please refer to CarGurus Terms of Use. Content will be removed if
CarGurus becomes aware that it violates our policies. Report Follow. Mark helpful. Your
Answer:. Upload Photo Photo optional. Related Questions. Start a new Honda Odyssey
question. Sell Your Car Yourself With a simple, secure transaction. Get Started. Search Honda
Odyssey Questions. CarGurus Experts. Know more, shop wisely Search. Related Models For
Sale. Used Cars for Sale. The left automatic sliding door stops working and the "door
malfunction" warning dash light comes on and will not go off. Took it to the dealer and they
plugged it in to the computer. They said the door tripped a problem code and that is why the
door stops working. Honda was aware of the problem but not willing to pay for it. I did not
replace the motor. Honda reset the code trip and the door worked for a few automatic
operations but then tripped the code and stopped working on automatic. We just don't use that
door anymore. The right door also had the same problem but the problem was fixed when we
got in an accident on the right side and the body shop replaced the right door and motor
through insurance. Its been two years with no problem on the right side. My door started
malfunctioning and not opening properly. Noticed the track the door runs on was rusting. After
several months the door stopped operating altogether. Now a safety issue which American
Honda does not recognize as a current complaint. As such and with no recalls, not willing to do
anything to assist in repair costs. Yet again American Honda proves their lack of customer
service response to known issues that are occurring with vehicles. Not sure I want to return to
be given the brush of yet again if I have a problem with my car. The door will not shut on the
driver side. So we cant have the interior lights on cause one of the doors will not latch. And the
one on the passenger side is doing the samething now. I don't like getting in a dark van at night.
I lock the doors manual. Not being able to open and close the doors is a pain. I losed my job in
aug. And besides I might lose it cause I cant pay on it. So I feel like they should have a recall on
them. I love the van but it can be a pain in the butt. And if it dose open and my grandkids go to
get of it what if desides to close and they get caught in the door and lose a arm ,or finger who
will fix that. Little by little, the passenger sliding door stopped working. First, it was only the
"automatic" button wouldn't work, then the FOB, then the handle. Then it stopped latching

altogether- even manually. We had a garage look at it to see if it was an easy fix- or a fuse. SO
we said we would bring it in later when we could afford it. I am freaked out and as much as I
have read on the internet about this issue, I cannot believe it hasn't been recalled or
permanently fixed. Both my side doors have been been making noise. Then my passenger side
door would not open. We used the driver's side rear door instead. One day while opening it the
entire door fell off and smashed my foot. Bruising and swelling on my big toe but nothing to go
to ER over. Iced it and still hurting a few days later. Called Honda and they said it was normal
wear and tear. My responsibility. Out of warranty. Researched online and this is a very common
issue. Doors falling off their vans! Seems ridiculous and time for a recall. Customer service rep
said that it was my car and they were not responsible to repair it. I said that coincidentally I just
had my van in for a recall fuel pump - was smelling gas while driving it so that's not entirely
true. Some things they do fix for free. This seems like a major problem. I opened the door for my
9-year-old daughter to get into the car. What if the door fell on her? I am beyond angry. I
purchased my mini van June 29, and i've had problems with both sliding doors from July till
now. I took it in every time there was a problem and was told the rollers needed to be greased
once they were the doors worked good for a few months then I would have to take the van in
again for greasing. Last year I had to have a motor replaced on one of the sliding doors and
both doors had rollers replaced. A few weeks ago, I was driving down a major road and the door
just opens. Now its happened several times since and I realized last night that the passenger
side door no longer latches. So I'm stuck not being able to drive my car because I have 4
children and refuse to drive with them in the car. This issue with my sliding doors has been
going on for 9 years and I refuse to put more money into it. My biggest frustration is that I have
had door problems for 9 years and not one service advisor has realized that this is an ongoing
issue and taken the time to really figure out why the doors are malfunctioning. They put a band
aide on the problem until I have to shell out hundreds of dollars to fix the problem. I have called
and emailed all the administrative people at both dealerships that I've taken my vehicle to and
no one has contacted me back. I called the Honda Corporation but was told it was a dealership
issue and that they couldn't help me. Now I'm stuck with a car that I can't drive y kids in, no
money to repair the problem, no money to afford another vehicle payment. I will never buy
another Honda vehicle ever again. I am convinced that automobile manufacturers intentionally
design components to fail so the dealership can stay in business with a steady stream of repair
bills. The passenger-side sliding door no longer closed completely in the automatic mode and
eventually, failed to close at all in the automatic mode. I had to close the door manually each
time and it still didn't close fully causing the red light to flicker on the dash board indicating that
this was the case. When I go to close them they open back up or keep closing even though I'm
in the doorway. When I go to open them it partially opens and then closes up again even with
me in door. This car is horrible, never again will I buy a Honda Odyssey! The power door on the
passenger side only works a few times after removing the fuse. It is not even listed as power
sliding door. I had to find the location of the fuse on the net. I am not the only owner in the
world with this issue. Honda needs to recall this vehicle. I will never buy a Honda after this one.
I was a loyal customer, not now. I am going to buy a FORD as my next vehicle. When we had
barely purchased our used Honday Odyssey Touring model we realized the sliding door on the
drivers side has severe issues with closing and opening especially when you are on a slant but
even on flat surfaces. This problem is a big issue seeing as this is the door your children use to
get in and out of the car and without warning it can close and injure someone! I'm sorry but this
repair should be a recall in my opinion as i know 2 other people with the same issue and same
car. OK Here we go. I have had problems with this sliding door ever since I bought the vehicle.
Yes the sliding door alarms goes off for no apparent reason. To stop the madness you have to
at the moment turn the auto door function off. Then you have to either pull the fuse for the the
auto door function or disconnect the battery. Now if you take it to a dealer and they all know
how to fix this right down to the Janitor with the broom, by taking out the fuse as I explained.
Then they make themselves out to look like some kind of HERO. Just that simple. Make a
problem report, track it, and fix it. I have worked aircraft problems my entire life and anyone can
pull a fuse and reset. Let's get off our ass and find out what is causing the problem. Thank You
for your time. This problem has happened to several of my family and friends who have the
same van. Honda should fix it as as recall and not charge. Dropped off the car a week ago to get
the brake recall fixed and my door. The door was not closing properly and slid open while I was
driving. I had the car in for repairs at the Caldweell, NJ dealer. When I picked the car up the
shop was closed and the sales dept gave me the keys. I manually checked that the door opened
and closed before I left. The next day, I tried opening the door with the button on the dash board
and it didn't work, I also tried the key fab and it didn't work either. I took the car back to the
dealer and they said it was the balls inside the door that I had replaced last year and they were

still under warranty. He thought that I only had to clean the spring inside the latch. The dealer
wants to replace the latch and I haven't had my car for a week, waiting for the parts. I just told
the dealer to put the door back together again and I will not have the service fixed by them. They
are a total rip off. I'm picking up the car tomorrow, I hope it's put back together again correctly. I
only had the larch issue happen once and the door was opening and closing manually. Wish me
luck! The sliding door behind the driver went faulty in May so we stopped using it and just used
the sliding door behind the passenger. That sliding door now is bad and will not shut. The only
doors useable are the front doors and the hatch. If I have to pay to have both doors fixed Center
bracket for sliding door is poorly designed. Small plastic rollers break from lack of lubrication
and insufficient strength. Take off rear cover; 2 screws, in front and behind rear light. Fix it at
the first sign of door closing uneven or lubricate every 2 years. First the power steering pump,
then the passenger sliding door, now the driver's side sliding door. He got on the internet to
find out how to do it and stumbled upon this complaint site. Boy do we have a lot to complain
about. First the power steering pump, now the passenger sliding door. My husband tried to
warn me that the more options you have, the more that can go wrong. He was right as usual.
About 1 month after I bought the car, and miles over its warranty, the passenger sliding door
stopped closing all the way. It would still try and shut and the front latch would hold, but the
rear latch would close for about 2 seconds and then release. In the middle of a mile roadtrip no
less. No Honda dealer has been able to tell me what the definitive problem is. It also killed my
battery completely because the van would act as if door were open the entire time. I live far from
any dealership so I've taken to several knowledgeable mechanics and even through using
ALLDATA, they've been unable to find the specific problem. They called a Honda Dealership
and were told that I had to bring it to them because they had a special computer that would tell
them right away. I will be traveling there in 2 weeks because this has gone on for long enough. If
you have a for-profit service, contact us. Ask your Honda deal
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er. Most Common Solutions: not sure 21 reports replace the door motor 3 reports defective
latch 2 reports repair corroded switch and spring loaded lever 2 reports replace the door,
actuator and latch 2 reports remove the fuse and door works 1 reports. Find something helpful?
Spread the word. Share on Facebook Retweet this page Email this page. Helpful websites No
one has added a helpful site for this Odyssey problem yet. Be the first! Find a good Honda
mechanic Read reviews of repair shops in your area. Enter your zip code: A free service from
CarTalk. Once the driver side sliding door stopped working properly, we stopped using it
anymore. Send Comment Add Complaint. Comment Disabled Add Complaint. Search
CarComplaints. Accord brake problems Civic transmission failure engine complaint electrical
issue heater complaint transmission complaint paint defect Odyssey recall. I try to fix by
unplugging the battery but it's coming back. Not what you are looking for? Search for
something else:.

